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Abstract

Introduction Transcobalamin (TC) transports cobal-

amin (vitamin B12) from plasma into cells. Its

congenital deficiency is a rare autosomal recessive

disorder due to mutations in the TCN2 gene. It causes

intracellular cobalamin depletion with early onset in

the first months of life, failure to thrive with pallor due

to megaloblastic anemia. It can be associated with

pancytopenia, gastrointestinal symptoms with vomit-

ing, diarrhea, and neurological complications with

myelopathy. Aggressive vitamin B12 parenteral ther-

apy must be instituted early and continuously.

Retinopathy and maculopathy are rarely associated

with this condition.

Subject We report the electrophysiological results of

one TC-deficient patient diagnosed at the age of

4 months immediately and continuosly treated by

hydroxocobalamin IM. Her visual function was

followed by eight ophthalmological assessments,

eight flash-ERG, six EOG, one mf-ERG, and seven

P-ERG recordings over a 10-year period, between the

age of 2y 9 m and 12y 6 m.

Results Her ophthalmological assessment including

visual acuity, fundi, optical coherent tomography

(OCT), and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) remained

normal. From the age of 2y 9 m to 5y, dark-adapted

and light-adapted flash-ERGs, EOGs and pattern-ERG

were normal. From the age of 6y 4 m to 12y 6 m, dark-

adapted flash-ERGs and EOGs remained normal.

Cone a-wave amplitudes remained normal, whereas
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cone b-wave and flicker-response amplitudes were

decreased. At the age of 12y 6 m, mf-ERG N1P1

amplitudes on the central 30� were decreased. From

the age of 7y 4 m to 12y 6 m, P-ERG P50 amplitudes

were decreased with no N95.

Comments While clinical and anatomical assess-

ments remained normal over a 10-year period,

patient’s electrophysiological results suggested the

progressive onset of a subclinical retinopathy of inner-

cone dystrophy type, and a subclinical maculopathy on

the central 30� including the ganglion cell layer

deficiency on the central 15�, despite continuous

intramuscular treatment, RPE and scotopic system

remaining normal. The origins of such subclinical

retinopathy and maculopathy are unknown and inde-

pendent of early disease identification and aggressive

intramuscular hydroxocobalamin therapy.

Keywords Transcobalamin deficiency � TC
deficiency � TCN2 mutations � Subclinical
maculopathy � Subclinical retinopathy � Inner-cone
dystrophy � Ganglion cell deficiency � Remethylation

disorders � Intramuscular hydroxocobalamin treatment

Abbreviations

Ampl Amplitude(s)

EOG Electro-oculogram

ERG Electroretinogram

IT Implicit time

LE Left eye

Mean value M.V

mf-ERG Multifocal ERG

Nl Normal

OCT Optical coherent tomography

OHCbl IM Intramuscular hydroxocobalamin

injection

P-ERG Pattern-electroretinogram

RE Right eye

RNFL Retinal nerve fiber layer

RPE Retinal pigment epithelium

SD Standard deviation

TC

deficiency

Transcobalamin deficiency

VA Visual acuity

9y2m 9 Years 2 months

Introduction

Transcobalamin (TC) is one of the cobalamin (vitamin

B12) transporters. It transports cobalamin from blood

into cells, thus ensuring cobalamin uptake for its

intracellular metabolism. TC deficiency is a very rare

recessively inherited disorder of cobalamin transport

due to mutations in the TCN2 gene [1].

It causes intracellular cobalamin depletion with

early clinical symptoms in the first months of life.

Patients usually present with pallor due to mega-

loblastic anemia that could be associated with pancy-

topenia, gastrointestinal symptoms with vomiting,

diarrhea, failure to thrive, and if undiagnosed and/or

untreated neurological complications [2].

TC deficiency results in depletion of methylcobal-

amin (MeCbl) and mitochondrial adenosylcobalamin

(AdoCbl) causing an increase in plasma homocysteine

and plasma and urine methylmalonic acid concentra-

tions and a decrease in methionine concentration

[2–4].

Prognosis of TC deficiency can be severe if not

identified and appropriately treated early on. Long-

term intramuscular hydroxocobalamin injections must

be initiated early [4–6]. A few cases of retinopathy

have been described in suboptimally treated patients

with TC deficiency, but it remains unclear whether

such a complication could also occur in long-term

treated patients.

Our aim was to describe the evolution of the visual

function in one TC-deficient child diagnosed at the age

of 4 months and immediately treated by hydroxo-

cobalamin injections from the time of diagnosis to last

visit. Her visual function was assessed by eight flash-

ERG, six EOG, one mf-ERG, and seven P-ERG

recorded between the ages of 2 years 9 months, and

12 years 6 months (last visit).

This long-term follow-up of visual electrophysio-

logical results shows the progressive development of a

subclinical retinopathy of inner-cone dystrophy type

and a subclinical maculopathy on the central 30�,
including ganglion cells deficiency on the central 15�,
despite continuous intramuscular injection of hydrox-

ocobalamin and normal ophthalmological assessments

including visual acuity, fundi, optical coherence

tomography (OCT) and retinal nerve fiber layer

(RNFL).
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Subject

Clinical presentation

The patient presented here was already described at

the age of 22 months old as patient n�1 in Schiff et al.
[4] and as patient n�14 in Trakadis et al. [6]. She was

born of consanguineous parents. Her brother died at

the age of 3 months within a context of acute anemia

five years earlier. Her four years older sister had no

medical history. The proband presented with recurrent

episodes of diarrhea with stomatitis at the age of one

month and was admitted for gastroenteritis and an

acute febrile episode with pancytopenia with mega-

loblastic bone marrow changes and pallor at the age of

four months. TC deficiency was then suspected based

on the medical history and accumulation of total

homocysteine and methylmalonic acid in the setting of

normal vitamin B12 blood concentration. TC defi-

ciency was further confirmed by identification of

homozygous TCN2 exon skipping splice variant

(c.580 ? 1G[C homozygous: exon 4 skipping)

[4]. She was treated with intramuscular injections of

hydroxocobalamin initially 1 mg daily for one week

with normalization of hematological and metabolic

parameters and then once a month associated with

betaine and folinic acid. Hydroxocobalamin injections

frequency was increased to twice monthly at the age of

2y 9 m due to mild increased urine methylmalonic

acid concentration and once a week at the age of 7y in

an attempt to prevent potential visual abnormalities.

From the age of 7y 9 m to last visit, hydroxocobalamin

injections were rescheduled to twice injections per

week due to the occurrence of mild flash-ERG

abnormalities recorded at that age. At last visit at the

age of 12y, this patient was perfectly healthy with

normal hematological and metabolic parameters. She

is treated with hydroxocobalamin intramuscular injec-

tions 2 mg twice weekly associated with oral betain

(1000 mg/day), oral L-methionine (25 mg/d), and oral

folinic acid (5 mg/week). She exhibits mild school

delay without intellectual disability.

Visual assessment

Fundi and visual acuity (VA: tests: Rossano-Weiss

chart and/or Cadet chart before the age of 6, Monoyer

chart after the age of 6). At the age of 2y 9 m, her fundi

were normal. At the age of 3y 10 m, she had myopia

and high astigmatism: right eye VA was: 20/60 with

- 0.25(- 4.25)0� and left eye VA: 20/80 with

- 0.25(- 5)175�. Appropriate correction was pre-

scribed but not worn regularly. She had no strabismus

with normal ocular motility. At the age of 5y, right eye

VA was: 20/40 with ? 1(- 5)5� and left eye VA:

20/30 with ? 0,5(- 6)170�. This optical correction

was then worn regularly. Cornea and lens were clear,

and her fundi were normal with large optic disks of

slightly colobomatous appearance. At the age of 7y

4 m, right eye VA was: 20/50 with ? 0.50(- 4.50)0�
and left eye VA: 20/30 with 0(- 5.50)170�. She was

orthophoric; ocular motility was normal. Fundi were

normal. At the age of 9y 2 m, right eye VA was: 20/25

with - 2,5(- 4.5)0� and left eye VA: 20/20, with

0(- 5.5)175�. At the age of 12y 6 m, right eye VA

was: 20/30 and left eye VA: 20/25 with the optical

correction previously prescribed, right or left eye

visual acuity being not improvable.

Totals of eight flash-ERG, six EOG, one mf-ERG

and seven P-ERGwere recorded between the age of 2y

9 m and 12y 6 m.

Materials and methods

Fundus imaging optical coherence tomography (OCT)

and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) were performed

with a Zeiss device Cirrus HD-OCT 5000 at the age of

9y 2 m and 12y 6 m.

Electrophysiological device used for all recordings

was a MonPackOne (Metrovision, 59 Perenchies,

France). All procedures were conducted according to

ISCEV standard protocols adapted to children [7]:

flash-ERG [8], EOG [9], mf-ERG [10], P-ERG [11].

Procedures, recording protocols, and signal process-

ings were identical over the 10-year follow-up.

Artifact rejections are included in the processing

program in order to have reliable results. Responses

with high noise level are excluded. All results were

duplicated (or triplicated if necessary), controlled, and

reproductible. Subject’s fixation was stable.

Eight flash-ERG were recorded between the age of

2y 9 and 12y 6 m. The child was never sedated. Her

pupils were fully dilated. Child size skin electrodes

were used for all recordings (Comepa, Neurocom, 93

Bagnolet, France) [12–14]. The two active electrodes

were applied on each inferior eyelid. The reference

electrode was placed on the forehead. The two
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earlobes were connected to the ground. Before each

flash-ERG recording, the child was dark-adapted for

20 mn. The two dark-adapted flash-ERG responses

were then recorded, i.e., rod-response to dim white

flash (3.10–3 cd.s/m2) (0.5 Hz–4 averagings) and

mixed-response to the standard flash (SF: 3 cd.s/m2)

(0,1 Hz–4 averagings). After 10 mn of light adapta-

tion to a white rod saturating background (30 cd/m2),

the three light-adapted flash-ERG responses were

recorded to the standard flash (SF), i.e., photopic

oscillatory potentials (Phot-Ops—0.75 Hz–50 aver-

agings—bandwidth 70–100 Hz), cone-response

(2 Hz–4 averagings), and flicker-response (30 Hz –

20 averagings).

Six EOG were recorded at the age of 5y, 6y 4 m, 7y

4 m, 8y 4 m, 9y 2 m, and 12y 6 m with natural pupils,

bright background: 500 cd/m2.

One mfERG was recorded with fully dilated pupils,

eye by eye, at the age of 12y 6 m (61 hexagons, 75 Hz,

hexagon luminance: 200 cd/m2). One active contact

lens electrode was placed on the cornea previously

anesthetized (ERG-Jet, Fabrinal Switzerland) and one

reference skin electrode (Kendall Q-trace gold 5500

electrode Janken Med Inc CA-US) on the ipsilateral

temple. Optimal optic correction was adapted to the

distance of stimulation (i.e., 30 cm).

Seven P-ERG were recorded with natural pupil

sizes and optimal refraction (60 averagings, check size

40’—2 Hz) at the age of 3y 10 m, 5y, 6y 4 m, 7y 4 m,

Table 1 N: Nl ampl & IT. Single arrow: ampl decreased\M.V–1SD, double arrows: ampl decreased\M.V –2SD. Nl IT.—ampl

non-recordable
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Fig. 1 TC deficiency patient at the age of 9y 2 m. Right eye (RE) and left eye (LE). Normal fundi and OCT

Fig. 2 TC deficiency patient at the age of 12y 6 m. Right eye (RE) and left eye (LE). Normal fundi and OCT
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8y 4 m, 9y 2 m, and 12y 6 m. Each active skin

electrode was applied on each inferior eyelid. The

reference electrode was placed on the forehead. The

two earlobes were connected to the ground.

Result interpretation. Each result was compared to

those of age-matched group by the same experienced

interpreter over the 10-year follow-up. They were

normal or abnormal, i.e., with decreased amplitude

beyond 1 SD or significantly decreased amplitude

beyond 2 SD.

Results

Visual acuity was increased from the first measure-

ment at the age of 2y 9 m to the fourth one at the age of

6y 4 m and then stabilized associate with consistent

wear of her refractive correction. Her visual acuity

decreased slightly between the age of 9y 2 m and 12y

6 m, while the optimal optical correction was worn

(Table 1).

Fundi remained normal over the 10-year follow-up

period (represented in Fig. 1 at the age of 9y 2 m and

Fig. 2 at the age of 12y 6 m). Optical coherence

tomography (OCT) (Fig. 1) and retinal nerve fiber

layer (RNFL) were normal at the age of 9y 2 m, and

12y 6 m (Figs. 2 and 3).

Flash-ERG. The eight rod- and mixed-responses

remained normal over the 10-year follow-up period

(Figs. 4, 5 and 6). Light-adapted responses were

normal at the age of 2y 9 m and 3y 10 m (Fig. 4).

Form the age of 6y 4 m to 9y 2 m, the cone b-wave,

and flicker-response amplitudes were decreased as the

cone a-wave amplitudes were normal (Figs. 5 and 6).

At the age of 12y 6 m, cone a-wave and flicker-

response amplitudes were decreased, and cone b-wave

amplitude was more decreased than previously. Phot-

OP2 and OP3 amplitudes were nearly normal at the

age of 5y and 6y 4 m, decreased at the age of 8y 4 m,

and absent at the age of 12y 6 m. Phot-OP recordings

were not interpretable at the age of 7y 4 m and 9y 2 m.

All six EOG recorded at the age of 5y, 6y4m, 7y4m,

8y4m, 9y2m, and 12y 6 m were normal (not shown).

Mf-ERG was recorded at the age of 12y 6 m when

recording conditions were reliable (Fig. 7). The results

were analyzed eye by eye and ring by ring. Central

Fig. 3 TC deficiency patient at the age of 12y 6 m. R = right eye – L = left eye. Normal retinal nerve fiber layers (RNFL)
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peak was decreased more on the right eye than on the

left one. All N1P1 amplitudes were decreased on the

central 30�.
Seven P-ERG were recorded between at the age of

3y 10 m and 12y 6 m (Fig. 8). When the first one was

recorded (at the age of 3y 10 m), optical correction for

astigmatism was prescribed recently. RE and LE

pattern-ERG were discernible with an atypical wave-

form. At the age of 5y, optical correction was worn

only few hours a day. However, RE and LE pattern-

ERG were discernible, RE P50 amplitude was

decreased, and RE and LE N95 amplitudes were

normal. Optical correction was then worn perma-

nently. At the age of 6y 4 m, RE and LE pattern-ERG

were normal. At the age of 7y 4 m, RE and LE pattern-

ERG were not interpretable. At the age of 8y 4 m and

9y 2 m, RE and LE P50 amplitudes were decreased,

and RE and LE N95 amplitudes were null. At the age

of 12y 6 m, RE P50 and N95 amplitudes were null, LE

P50 amplitude was decreased, and N95 amplitude was

null.

Comments

To our knowledge, 60 cases of TC deficiency were

published between 1990 and 2021 [1, 4, 6, 15–26].

Among those 60 cases, only five patients were

reported with visual impairment (8%): case 1—one

with macular dysfunction at the age of 9 years (Schiff

et al. [4]), case 2—one with retinopathy at the age of

13 years [26], case 3—one with retinopathy at the age

of 15 years (Trakadis et al. [6]), case 4—one with

maculopathy at the age of 16 years (Souied et al. [18]),

case 5—one with maculopathy at the age of 29 years

having evolved to rod-cone dystrophy at the age of 48

(Dharmasena et al. [20]). In those five cases, TC

deficiency was diagnosed very early in life with the

classical clinical symptoms (pallor, hematological,

digestive, and neurological deterioration). Early intra-

muscular hydroxocobalamin treatment was initiated in

three patients for one year and then switched to oral

hydroxocobalamin (case 1) [4], (case 3) [6] and (case

4) [18]. In patient case 5 [20], intramuscular hydrox-

ocobalamin was given for two years, and thereafter, no

intramuscular or oral hydroxocobalamin treatment

Fig. 4 Standard flash-ERG. Responses recorded with skin

electrodes. Nl s = Normal subject’s results at the age of 3y6m.

Our patient’s results at the age of 2y9m and 3y10m. RE = Right

eye: upper line- LE = Left eye: lower line. Black arrow: Nl ampl

and IT. Coordinates are visible on graphs (ms—lV)
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was given until the age of 17 years [18]. At the age of

17 years as epilepsy worsened and TC level was found

to be reduced, three intramuscular hydroxocobalamin

injections of 5 mg per week were started again. His

visual acuity decreased at the age of 29 years with

bull’s-eye maculopathy. In patient case 2[26],1 oral

hydroxocobalamin treatment was given at the age of

17 months with hematological improvement. How-

ever, diagnosis of TC deficiency was made at the age

of 13 years only when retinopathy and maculopathy

were discovered associated with metabolic deficien-

cies. Intramuscular hydroxocobalamin treatment has

been then instituted weekly and continuously.

Retinopathy and maculopathy remained stable over a

20-year period.

Our patient’s TC deficiency was diagnosed early in

life. She was regularly and continuously treated with

hydroxocobalamin intramuscular injections (Table 1).

Her ophthalmological assessments were regular over

the 10-year period of follow-up. Before the age of

5 years, she did not wear her prescribed optical

correction on a regular basis. Her myopic astigmatism

could have caused refractive amblyopia with limited

visual acuity. She has been wearing her optical

correction permanently from the age of 5 years.

Visual acuity has been improved because refractive

amblyopia was corrected. Visual acuity was normal at

the age of 9y 2 m and slightly decreased on RE at the

age of 12y 6 m (last visit). Her fundi, neuroretinal

layers (OCT), and retinal nerve fiber layers (RNFL),

were normal at the age of 9y 2 m and 12y 6 m, i.e., no

clinical or visible anatomical signs of retinopathy or

maculopathy. OCT is an anatomical result which can

be normal when retinal function can be abnormal.

These results are complementary.

However, the evolution of her retinal function

assessed by electrophysiology differed from those

clinical or anatomical results. Throughout the 10-year

follow-up period, all electrophysiological recordings

were conducted with the same device, in the same

Fig. 5 Standard flash-ERG. Responses recorded at the age of

5y, 6y4m and 7y4m. Right eye: upper line- Left eye: lower line.

Black arrow Nl ampl and IT. Red arrows: decreased ampl

\M.V—1SD, Nl IT. Rod- and mixed-responses were normal,

cone a-waves were normal, cone b-wave and flicker-response

amplitudes were decreased\M.V–1SD

1 Currently being submitted for publication after this paper was

submitted and not avalaible on line when this article was

reviewed. Information given by the corresponding author.
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conditions, and analyzed by the same experienced

physicians.

Flash-ERGs test the global retinal function of all

rods and their bipolar cells (i.e., rod-response), of all

rods and cones and their respective bipolar cells (i.e.,

mixed-response), (rod- and mixed-responses corre-

sponding to dark-adapted responses), and of all cones

and their bipolar cells (i.e., light-adapted responses).

The eight flash-ERGs recorded on our patient showed

that rod- and mixed-responses were normal, i.e., that

her scotopic system was and remained normal.

However, progressive decreases of cone b-wave and

flicker-response amplitudes suggested that her pho-

topic systemwas gradually dysfunctioning in the inner

retinal layers. These results qualified a retinopathy of

inner-cone dystrophy type.

EOGs reflect the functioning of the retinal pigment

epithelium when the a-waves of the flash-ERG mixed-

responses are normal. As it was the case and all EOGs

normal, the pigment epithelium functioned normally.

Mf-ERG tests the local retinal function of the

photopic system on small juxtaposed surfaces located

on the posterior pole. Mf-ERG recordings are not

possible before the age of 12y as they need a long and

stable central fixation with few blinkings to be

reliable. A total recording time being at least 4 mn

per eye, the child should be old enough to be able to

cooperate. It was the case for our patient. The very low

noise of the mf-ERGs indicates that her central

fixation was stable during the two recording sessions

(right and left eyes). The amplitude of the central peak

of right and left eyes corresponds to the response of the

central 5�. The functioning of these few central retinal

degrees generates visual acuity. The amplitude of the

central peak was more decreased on the right eye than

on the left one. This suggested that this right central

area functioned less well than the left one. This was

clinically confirmed by the right visual acuity which

was a little lower (20/30) than the left one (20/25). The

mf-ERG responses on the central macular 30� were

decreased corresponding to a dysfunction of the right

and left macular areas. These results suggested the

presence of a functional subclinical maculopathy over

the central 30�.

Fig. 6 Standard flash-ERG. Responses recorded at the age of

8y4m, 9y2m and 12y6m. Right eye: upper line- Left eye: lower

line. Black arrow: Nl ampl and IT. Red arrow: decreased

ampl\M.V–2SD. Rod- and mixed-responses remained

normal. Cone a-waves remained normal except at the age of

12y6m; cone b-wave and flicker-response amplitudes were

decreased\M.V–2SD
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P-ERG P50 wave is mostly generated by the first

two layers of the photopic system on the central

macular 15� (cone and bipolar cell layers) with

contribution of ganglion cells [27], P-ERG N95 wave

is generated by the third retinal layer (ganglion cell

layer) where the density of ganglion cells is high [28].

The evolution of the P-ERG wave amplitudes is very

interesting. P-ERG amplitudes were normal as soon as

astigmatism was corrected by the permanent wearing

of optical correction (at the age of 5y and 6y 4 m). At

the age of 8y 4 m and 9y 2 m, P50 amplitudes were

decreased, and N95 amplitudes were null on both eye

and on the left eye at the age of 12y 6 m. P50 and N95

amplitudes were null on the right eye at the age of 12y

6 m. These N95 null amplitudes strongly suggested a

dysfunction of ganglion cells located in the third

retinal layer (ganglion cell layer) in the macular area

tested (over the central 15�).
The maculopathy described here differs from that

observed in children with myopic astigmatism. In the

latter, the extramacular zones usually function nor-

mally (normal dark-adapted and light-adapted flash-

ERGs) [29] unless there is a myopic degeneration,

which was not in our case.

Mf-ERG results have highlighted a functional

maculopathy over the central 30� through the first

two retinal layers (cone and bipolar cell layers) and

P-ERG a functional maculopathy over the central 15�
and through the three macular retinal layers, i.e.,

including ganglion cell level. Chan et al. [30] reported

Fig. 7 Mf- ERG recorded at the age of 12y 6 m. Normal

subject’s LE results (Nl s) at the age of 15y: Upper line. A map

of local responses colored according to eccentricity. In red:

foveal peak on central 5 degrees. In green: annular ring 2�–5�,
yellow ring: 5�–10�, blue ring: 10�–15�, gray ring: 15�–20�.
B Statistical analysis: normal results highlighted in green. C. 3D

map with central peak colored in pink. Our patient’s results.

Middle line: Right (RE) and Lower line: Left eye (LE): A- local

responses, B- statistical analysis and C- 3D maps. A- Right and

left eyes local response amplitudes inside the blue dotted circles

were significantly decreased on an macular surface of 30�. The
central peak amplitudes shown by a red arrow were also

decreased. Noises were very low confirming the good recording

quality. Abscissa 100 ms—ordinate: 0,50 lV B- Amplitude

analyses – all amplitudes were decreased C- more evident on the

3D maps
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that cobalamins are intracellular neuroprotective

agents particularly in ganglion cells. Cobalamins

eliminate oxidative agents that lead to cellular apop-

tosis. The possible reduction of intracellular cobal-

amin due to TC deficiency even early compensated by

appropriate dose of intramuscular hydroxocobalamin

may induce gradual ganglion cell dysfunctions.

The five cases of retinopathies or maculopathies

described so far in TC deficiency were evident

clinically. No functional tests were used to find out

whether or not the ganglion cell layer was affected. In

a case of cblG defect, ganglion cell dysfunctions were

observed by electrophysiological results and were

attributed to the cytotoxic impact of homocysteine

[31]. In our case of TC deficiency, the mechanisms of

the ganglion cell dysfunctioning are probably

multifactorial.

In early onset of severe cblC defects, retinopathy

and maculopathy are observed frequently [32, 33] and

appear early in life. However, Gaillard et al. [32, 34]

suggested that retinal dysfunction are likely to be more

frequent than these clinically evident and could be

evidenced by electrophysiological recordings. How-

ever, ERG recordings are the exception in those cases.

The mechanism of the observed retinopathy of

inner-cone dystrophy type which probably originates

from the bipolar cell layers is unclear. It could be the

result of the feedback of ganglion cell dysfunctions.

This remains to be elucidated [2, 33, 35, 36].

Our electrophysiological results and their evolu-

tions over a long period (flash ERG ? multifocal

ERG ? P-ERG) were coherent and complementary.

All together they support a subclinical macular

dysfunction without anatomical impairment. They

may or not precede the onset of clinical retinopathy

and/or maculopathy. The current electrophysiological

results do not predict the future. Longer-term patient’s

retinal evolution is warranted to answer this question.

To our knowledge, no case of TC deficiency

without fundus signs has been followed over a long

term by visual electrophysiology. Our data support

that electrophysiology tests should be included in the

long-term follow-up management of TC deficient

patients. If systematically done, these recordings may

Fig. 8 P-ERG (pediatric protocol: skin electrodes, 60 rever-

sals). Normal subject’s (Nl s) at the age of 5y. Right eye: RE,

Left eye: LE. Patient’s results. Normal at the age of 5y and

6y4m. P50 wave amplitudes decreased and N95 wave

amplitudes null at the age of 8y4m, 9y2m and 12y 6 m.

Abscissa: 50 ms—Ordinate: 2 lV. Vertical black arrow: normal

ampl & implicit time (IT); vertical red arrow: –2SD\ ampl\ –

1SD; horizontal red arrow: ampl & IT non-recordable
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reveal subclinical retinal dysfunction more frequently

than the few clinically described.

Conclusion

Retinopathy and maculopathy are ultrarare in TC

deficiency. To our knowledge, our case with electro-

physiological dysfunctions, i.e., subclinical retinal

signs is unique to date. The evolution of electrophys-

iological results confirmed the progressive retinal and

macular dysfunctions over a 10-year period. They

highlighted the presence of a subclinical retinopathy

of inner-cone dystrophy type and maculopathy on the

three retinal layers with no visual clinical or anatom-

ical signs of alert: visual acuity, fundi, OCT, and

RNFL remaining normal. Interestingly, aggressive

and early initiation of hydroxocobalamin injections

were of help in preventing neurological and probably

anatomical retinal deteriorations, and hopefully help-

ing that these retinal changes remain clinically silent

sustainably. The five retinopathies and/or macu-

lopathies published in TC deficiency appeared as

treatment was oral and/or discontinuous. They may

have been preceded by abnormal electrophysiological

results. We suggest that it might be valuable to

monitor by electrophysiology the visual function of all

patients with TC deficiencies as this might reveal

subclinical retinopathies and/or maculopathies that do

not yet have clinical or anatomical manifestation.

Early identification of retinal dysfunction might be an

argument to establish or reinforce the intramuscular

hydroxocobalamin treatment to improve patients’

long-term visual outcomes.
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